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Company:

FRESH FITNESS OY

”With this collaboration our marketing

strategy is now based on hard data, 

instead of ’I think’ decisions."

Lauri Hasanen

CEO

Business:
Fitness, Gym services

Challenge:
To reach 150 000 new

customers and to open 

dozens of new Gyms in 

Finland.

Solution:
Targeted online advertising based

on customer profiling

Results:
The advertising generated

120 000 visits to the website

5800 new customer visits during

a 3 month period

Founded:
2015



The Concept



A New Business and Gym Concept on Finnish 

Market

Fresh Fitness, a Scandinavian chain of Fitness Centers opened their

first gym in Finland in 2015. They first started the business in Norway

in 2009, expanding successfully to Sweden during 2011-2015. The

objective was to open 40 new Fitness Centers in the metropolitan area

of Helsinki and bigger cities in Finland during the next five years. In

addition they were looking forward to getting 150.000 customers to

visit these centers.

Fresh Fitness is an affordable gym concept aiming to eventually

become a market leader in fitness services in Finland. They focus on

giving their customers the best quality for their investment by

designing their gyms to meet with the needs of their clients. This

means top service and low prices, simple training, large, airy facilities

with cardio and gym equipment, as well as the possibility for LesMills

concept workout sessions for groups. The concept offers best service

without binding long term memberships.

Fresh Fitness started in Finland with 2 gyms in 2015. At the moment

they run 7 Fresh Fitness gyms in Finland from which the last one

opened in April 2017.



The Challenge



An Overall Solution by One Partner

The first challenge for a company entering a new market is to find the

right customers and the best locations for their business. Fresh

Fitness was looking for a marketing partner who could build a

successful marketing campaign, but also a partner who could provide

them with data to help scan potential locations for new gyms.

At Fonecta they found both.

At the end of year 2015 Fresh Fitness and Fonecta started their first

negotiations. They had recently opened their first two gyms in

Finland and were looking to start an online marketing campaign to

stand out from the established local competitors. Already in the first

meetings it was very clear that there was a possibility for a long term

partnership also in other areas than advertising.

Eventually we built a marketing entity that combines Google

Adwords, Google Display, programmatic buying, local visibility

channels, SEO and a data dashboard.



The Solution
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Map Application Dashboard

As Fresh Fitness’ business strategy was to open 40 new gyms in five

years it was an easy decision to use Fonecta’s data tools to help find

the best locations for a profitable new business. Fonecta built a data

based dashboard that combines demographic data combined with

income data for Fresh Fitness to use as a visual map application. The

map shows the most potential spots for a new gym by pointing out the

places where already is an existing gym. It then combines this with the

demography of the areas residents to find the potential customer

groups and the most potential areas with less competition. With an

objective of opening several new gyms every year a company needs

to know the best locations to make their business thrive. It is all about

location, they say.

The map shows the most potential locations

for a new gym.



Choosing the right Advertising Strategy

For a business entering a new market it is vital to know who their

potential customers are. Therefore the first strategy in advertising is to

find and target the right audience. As Fresh Fitness was a new brand

on the market, we needed to grow the awareness amongst the fitness

enthusiasts.

By profiling the customers of the first two gyms and combining this

with buyer behavior classification data we could distinguish three

potential groups for the most potential audience for the ad campaign.

This customer insight was used for a display campaign, and by

combining this campaign with Google AdWords the number of visitors

on both the website and the gyms increased steadily. In only three

months there were 120.000 visits on the website and a staggering

5800 new visitors at the gyms.

By using specific audience targeting we got twice as good results as

we would have gotten by not using customer insight data. At the same

time, we optimized the contents of the company website to get the

maximum organic visibility and to help with the advertising. Customer

profiling and understanding the audience helped in introducing the

brand and in making new customers to find their way to the gym.



From a Strategic Partnership to Right

Content Production

In the beginning the key objective was to present Fresh Fitness 

as a new brand and to get people to try out their services. As 

that was successfully done we started to look at other aspects 

and means that could bring visiblity and more customers. Once 

the knowledge of Fresh Fitness as a relevant brand was 

established, the AdWords campaign focused on bringing forth 

the variety of possibilities at the gyms by advertising different 

forms of exercise and their health benefits. The campaign was 

run locally in those cities where Fresh Fitness had opened 

gyms.

By using SEO we got the website to perform better on organic

searches, and by adding right kind of content we got the visitors

to spend more time on the site and got them interested in the

Fresh Fitness gym services. This is something that they’ve

gotten feedback of from the customers, the content has made

the website more interesting and it also comes up in organic

search results better than before.



Setting the goals and targets together

Right from the beginning the collaboration was a mutual 

partnership between two equals. Both parties would challenge 

each other and push forward to get even better results by 

widening the scope of the channels used. It was also important for 

the customer to get ideas on how to improve different areas of the 

marketing campaign and the Fonecta team was more than happy 

to make suggestions for improving the results. This way the 

collaboration grew and the variety of channels used increased at 

the same time.

All operations are based on data and the results are reported 

meticulously. As the initial campaign was designed in detail and 

tested out manually, it was afterwards easy to use the same 

pattern of knowledge and learnings for the next new fitness 

centers to reach the same level of success.



Programmatic buying makes advertising

cost efficient

From the first manual campaigns, we have now stepped up to 

Programmatic buying. We are now setting bid strategies and 

campaign optimization. The campaign is connected to 

DoubleClick search and by using Programmatic buying we 

have widened the campaign to include social media channels 

like Facebook and Instagram.

The early man hours in setting the campaign manually paid off 

as now the campaign is running almost on its own with only a 

basic level of supervising required to make sure the campaign 

keeps performing as well as it has. This was evident in April 

2017 when a new gym was opened in Tampere. 

All the advertising was based on the success of the planning of 

the initial campaigns and a minimum amount of work and 

optimization was required. This frees much needed resources 

for planning new operations.

Kuvakaappauksia?



Results

x 2,5
Profiling based display

advertising brought 2,5 times

better results than advertising

without profiling

+ 120 000
120 000 directed visits to 

www.freshfitness.com

+ 5800
5800 intro trainings in three

months



Fresh Fitness on YouTube

With English subtitles

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q-eUzHgPebQ

